Industry Use Case: Travel & Hospitality

Reinvent explore.
OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement
Platform Meets Travelers Everywhere
Since 2009 the number of leisure travellers using their
mobile devices for travel has increased by more than 450
1

percent. By 2014 mobile travel bookings in the US could
triple, with mobile sales possibly reaching $26
billion―nearly one in five online travel dollars.2 Already
three out of four travelers use a mobile device while on a
trip, with 75 percent likely to explore, shop and book

Potential Users
Hotels, airlines,
restaurants, ticketers,
theme parks, cruise
lines, travel agencies,
casinos, transportation
services (rental cars,
taxis, railways, buses,
ferries) and other travel‐
related businesses

activities via mobile.3
During the past five years nearly half of the US adult population has purchased a smart device. And
travelers―both leisure and business—are using those devices more and more frequently to research,
shop for, and book reservations. Mobile impacts all facets of travel, from transportation, lodging and
meals to all kinds of trip activites and events.
Travelers are eager to rely even further on their mobile devices. But to meet their expectations, travel and
hospitality companies must have a way to blend information from disparate sources, and deliver it to
customers through the most effective mobile channel, whether that’s SMS, MMS, push, email, or voice.
The mobile‐enabled traveler needs information and tools that make it easy to select and book
reservations, and manage all the logistics of their trip—from beginning to end.
One of the biggest challenges enterprices face is providing travelers with quality content, delivered
seamlessly across communication channels. Enterprises must provide a mix of their own content and
third‐party information, making sure that it’s relevant and personalized.
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Social media gives travelers the ultimate megaphone.
Through Twitter, Facebook, and countless customer
review sites travelers broadcast their complaints and
kudos immediately and globally. Leading enterprises are
listening and responding—making customer‐driven
changes that will ultimately improve satisfaction and
build loyalty.
With a positive customer experience as their key
motivator, enterprises must do the following:
 Provide reliable and easy‐to‐use mobile websites
 Provide relevant information and tools for the
traveler’s entire trip—from beginning to end
 Deliver more personalized services that enable
travelers to find what they need, book
reservations, respond to upgrade offers,
remember event dates and times, and earn
loyalty points

Exceed Customer Expectations
OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform makes it
possible for enterprises to understand and exceed
customer expectations through integrated
communications using SMS, MMS, push, email, and
voice.

Mobile Engagement in Action
A business traveler plans to work in her
company’s London office for a week and
she wants to find a siteseeing activity
and a few restaurants to visit. Before
leaving she visits a travel website that is
integrated with a trip planning app she
has on her smartphone. From the
website she adds a museum tour and
three restaurants to her wish list. Upon
arriving in London she turns on her
smartphone and sees a welcome
message from her hotel. The text
message indicates that her room is
ready, provides transportation
directions, and suggests a nearby
restaurant for supper. Then her trip
planning app displays a push notification
containing a picture of the garden she
wants to visit and a link to purchase a
discounted ticket. From the notification
she can also link to reviews of the two
restaurants she was considering. But
since the reviews aren’t positive, she
opts for the restaurant suggested in the
hotel’s text message. Through multiple
mobile channels this traveler is able to
conveniently set up her leisure activities
in London and access all necessary
information right from her device.

Engage the well connected traveler
Travelers are extremely likely to use mobile, not only to
book flights and hotels but also to enrich their entire trip
experience—using smartphones to find restaurants,
research activities and locate other resources at their
point of destination. The OpenMarket platform makes it
even easier for customers to find what they’re looking
for—or for it to find them through applied customer intelligence.

Location‐based services support customized content by means of check‐in partnerships, concierge
services, personalized coupons and other in‐destination offers. OpenMarket’s platform employs both push
and SMS to increase customer service touch‐points relevant to visitors and locales.

Yield management—closing the gap
OpenMarket can help enterprises better understand, anticipate and react to customer behaviors, and
maximize revenue by filling flights, hotel rooms, and restaurant tables.

Benefits: Happy Travelers Spread the Word
OpenMarket’s Mobile Engagement Platform capitalizes on the already extensive use of mobile in the
travel and hospitality industry. Our integrated mobile technologies:


Increase customer loyalty and retention through personalized concierge services such as welcome
messages, reservation confirmations and directions.
o

Airlines can use the platform to provide gate information, current and forecasted
weather, upgrade offers and directions.

o

Hotels can use the platform to offer city guides, on‐site events, weather, upgrade offers,
room availability and directions.

o

Restaurants can use the platform to promote nightly specials, events, coupons and
directions.

o

Reservation websites can use the platform to do all of the above.



Improve yield management to fill vacant seats, excess hotel rooms, open spa appointments,
surplus inventory and empty restaurant tables.



Reduce marketing campaign expenses by using low‐cost channels.



Mine customer data to refine content per user or per demographic to increase relevance and
value.



Offer access to real‐time business analytics to speed evaluation and response time.



Increase employee productivity and satisfaction through coordinated operations and improved
communication.

Learn more
For details about how the OpenMarket Mobile Engagement Platform can engage and delight customers
on the go, visit: http://www.openmarket.com

